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Grow Lighting

Grow lighting systems

Our revolutionary indoor agricultural light technology is just a click or call away. Begin your journey with VividGro today!
For info call : 1-800-857-2083
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Maximize Your Growth Potential
At VividGro, we aim to emulate nature’s effortless
efficiency. That’s why we’re so proud of our GroMax™ LED
grow lights. Designed for effectiveness, economy, and
modularity, this light fixture serves as the perfect solution
for the modern indoor growing system.
Like all of our lights, GroMax™ leverages the revolutionary
lighting technology that our parent company, Lighting
Science, developed for NASA. This technology mimics
natural sunlight so as to help astronauts maintain
consistent, healthy sleep cycles. Now, the very same technology helps agricultural professionals produce
sustainable crops in indoor environments all over the world. Read on to learn more about how GroMax™ can
complement or kick-start your own indoor agricultural operation.
Yield Better Results
Our GroMax™ LED grow lights are bright, cool, and touchable – ideal for growing. At the same time, the low
heat output allows plants to be just inches away from the light. This gives you more freedom and flexibility with
your configuration and ensures that you get uniform coverage across the canopy. If that wasn’t enough, the
passively cooled LED light engine lowers energy costs and increases its productive lifetime. You will not find a
more energy-efficient and effective indoor grow light than GroMax™.
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Maximum Efficiency. Optimal Yield

FlowerMax™ is an outstanding solution for crops
requiring high yet uniform light levels. MAXimize plant
growth with 3000K normalized photon flux spectrum
optimal for flowering. Replacing a 1000W HID light
fixture with energy-efficient 600W FlowerMax
automated grow lights will lower overhead costs and
increase yield. For maximum PPFD and yields, the unit
consists of six Grobar X™ channels. The scalability,
flexibility, and yield potential of our FlowerMax
automated grow lights make them ideal for growers
with medium to large growing operations.
Optimize with Remote Power Systems
FlowerMax™ features remote power systems up to 24 KW, capable of residing on one 50-amp breaker
with up to 480V three-phase power. The system takes care of the little details that have so much
bearing on the health and eventual yield of your plants, allowing you to spend less time on busy work
and more time on your vision. These grow lights integrate with automated lighting controls, increasing
rebates, simplifying dimming and scheduling, and even allowing for tunable PPFD to relieve plant
acclimation periods. Best of all, FlowerMax™ decreases heat in cultivation areas while decreasing
costs related to wiring, plugs, electrical junctions, and circuit breaker installation due to its low voltage
DC power grids.
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Grow Lights That Fit Your Needs
Stop designing your grow space to fit ill-adapted grow lights.
Instead, let us customize light fixtures to better suit your
operation. No two growers have the same needs. Choosing
a fixed solution means that you’re simply not growing as
efficiently, effectively, or economically as you can. That fed
our motivation to create a proprietary supply-chain optimized
for delivering lighting solutions in the most efficient way .

possible. Our facilities can produce lighting solutions ideal for any environment within a short
time-frame at affordable prices. With a custom grow light configuration from VividGro, you
can rest assured that you are augmenting your grow space with the most optimal lighting
possible
Efficient & Powerful Lighting System
Our GroBar X™ customizable grow light system capitalizes on its versatile design without sacrificing power or
efficiency. The passively-cooled LED light engine and reduced BTUs result in energy savings for you and cool,
plant-friendly lights that can hang just inches from your canopy. Install them vertically or let them hang free. Their
slim width allows for fully customized uniformity and PPFD. Finally, the aluminum fixture and easy-to-clean acrylic
lens means that your plants will enjoy the benefits of these powerful lights for years to come.
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